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Picking your partners
Importance of online
services 2018

36%

Would not select
carrier that didn’t
provide online admin

26%

Having online admin
would definitely
influence my decision

24%

All other things being
equal, I would go
with carrier that offers
online admin

11%

Having online admin
is not important

3%

Don’t know

Makeup of respondents
Broker consultant
94%
Carrier
56%
Direct to employers
44%
Other
19%
NOTE: Some platform providers used
more than one distribution channel.
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becoming more demanding and
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technology aware, and it’s not
more critical each day to a
just large groups. Even the
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“platforms.”
The growing breadth of
platform
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selves purely as service providers,
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consolidated billing systems.
or perhaps something more. In
Consulting
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many instances, providers may
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services. These platform providers are
positioning themselves as a technology
becoming more prevalent and importadvisor or partner, rather than purely as
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ant to the voluntary ecosystem, so it’s
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that while almost all system providers
how the services that these companies
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